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Lacunarity with respect to orthogonal polynomial sequences 
RUPERT LASSER 
Lacunarity has been studied in a variety of settings: on the circle group T with 
dual Z, on compact abelian groups G with dual G, on compact (nonabelian) groups 
resp. on the space of conjugacy classes of compact groups and on compact hyper-
groups with dual I. For references we recommend [11]. In view of the classical case T 
and Z a most natural setting to study lacunarity are orthogonal polynomial sequences. 
In fact to many orthogonal polynomial sequences there corresponds a hypergroup 
structure on N„=NU {0} having as dual a compact subset Ds of R, see [8]. In this 
way a set EQ N„ is a Sidon set if each bounded sequence can be represented on E as a 
(generalized) Fourier—Stieltjes transform. We emphasize that Ds is in general not 
a hypergroup under pointwise operations. Thus only N0 bears an algebraic structure 
in constrast to the situations above. 
Combining two recent results, Theorem 3.2 of [14] and Chapter 4, ad(a) of [8], 
we can deduce that with respect to Jacobi polynomials where —1 
and in addition /7^ — 1/2 or a + / ? s 0 , but a.^ —1/2, a set E is a Sidon set if and 
only if E is finite. This result suggests to perform further investigations on the subject. 
We assume that the polynomial sequences satisfy a certain positivity property. 
This property and its consequences are presented in Section I. Sidonicity is the sub-
ject of II. In III there is shown that N0 is never a Sidon set. The fact that some ortho-
gonal polynomial sequences admit only finite Sidon sets is established in IV. The 
existence of infinite Sidon sets is studied in section V. 
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I. Property (P) 
At first we have to set up some notation. Let (ft,,),,̂  ^, (bn)n. ^, (t*n)n̂ jy be three 
real-valued sequences such that a„>0, c„> 0, ¿>„£0 and a„+i„-l-c„= 1-. Further 
fixing a o>0, ¿0£R such that a0+b0= 1 define 
/>„(*)= 1, P^*) = 
«0 «0 
an an an 
Then (P„(x)) is an orthogonal polynomial sequence. Write the linearization of the 
products Pm(x)P„(x), l i m S n , by 2m Pm(x)Pn(x) = 2s(m, n, n + rn-k)P„+m-k(.x). k=0 
The coefficients g(m, n, n+m — k) are uniquely determined by the sequences (a„)„6N, 
(i„)„eN, (c„)„CN. We require throughout this paper that the positivity property 
(P) g(m, n, n + m — k) £ 0 
is satisfied. 
This assumption yields that (Pn(x)) is closely related to a commutative hyper-
group structure on N 0 =NU {0}. The convolution on N0 is defined by 
2m 
Pm*Pn= 2 g{fn,n,n + m-k)p„+m_k, l ^ m ^ n , k = 0 
where pn is the point measure of n€N0. The involution is the identity on N0 and the 
zero is the unit element. Each character on N0 is given by <xx: N0—R, where x£Ds, 
Ds — {x£R: (P„(x))„eN is bounded} and a x (n) = Pn(x). 
Further the character space N„ is homeomorphic to DS. For details we refer to [8]. 
Many prominent examples of (P„(x)) satisfying property (P) can be found in [8], 
[9], [10]. 
The Haar measure h on the hypergroup N0 is given by 
A(0)=1, /1(1) = — , h(n) = Jj1 akj f j ck, n = 2,3,.... 
C i fc = l k=l 
The Plancherel measure n on Ds is the orthogonalization measure of (P„(x)): 
r D r \ D m j n WH«) if n = m J P„(x)Pm(x)dn(x) = jQ ,f n ? £ m 
"s 
We have supp —2a0,1]. 
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For an absolutely convergent function /€/1(N0)=/1(N0 , h) define the Fourier 
transform / on Ds by 
/(*) - 2 f(n)P„(x)h(ri). . . . n£N0 
For a Radon measure /i£M(£>s) denote the inverse Fourier—Stieltjes transform ¡1 
on N„ by 
¿00= JP„(x)dn(x). 
Ds 
We shall say that Ds is a hypergroup with respect to pointwise multiplication, if for 
x,y£Ds there exists a probability measure px*py£M(Ds) such that 
(i) . P„(x)P„(y)= fPn(z)dpx*py(z) for each N„, and 
Ds 
(ii) . Ds is a hypergroup with this convolution, the identity as involution and 
l€Z)s as unit; 
compare Chapters 1, 4 of [8]. We recall that Ds is in general not a hypergroup with 
respect to pointwise multiplication. 
II. Sidon sets 
We assume throughout this paper that (P„(x)) is an orthogonal polynomial 
sequence defined by (a„), (bn), (c„) satisfying property (P). We abbreviate S=supp n 
and interpret M(S) as a subspace of M(DS) and L1(Ds)=L1(Ds, n) as a subspace of 
M{S). We write | | / | | s=sup {|/(x)|: for a function /€C(£»S). Let E be a sub-
set of N0. As usual / " (E) denotes the space of all bounded functions on E, c0(E) 
the space of all functions on E vanishing at infinity, M(E) the space of all bounded 
measures on E and Trig£ (Ds) the linear span of {Pn(x): n£E}. We shall call E a 
Sidon set if l°°(E)=M(S)"\E. 
Propos i t i on 1. Let The following are equivalent: 
(a) E is a Sidon set. 
(b) L1(Dsy \E=c0(E). 
(c) M(E)'\S is sup-norm closed in C(S). 
(d) There exists a constant B>0 such that ||/z||^j3||/}||s for each fidM(E). 
(e) There exists a constant B>0 such that \\f | | i ^5 | | / | | s for each /6Trig£(Z)s). 
(f) Given <p: E-»{—1,1}, there exists some ndM(S) such that 
sup {\ii(n)-<p(n)\: 1. 
Proof . Since the set of measures having finite support in E is norm-dense in 
M(E), property (d) is equivalent to (e). Using Proposition 1 of [10] define the operator 
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A: L1(Ds)—c0(E), A(g)=g[E, gtL^Ds). The adjoint operator A*: M(E)-~ 
-L~(Z)S) satisfies for g£C{Ds) and n£M(E): 
f A*(n)(x) • g(x)dn(x) = Z A(g)(n)n(n) = f № • g(x)dn(x). 
» s . " € £ D s 
Thus A*(fi)\s=(l\s. By Lemma 12.2B of [6] the operator A* is injective. Now Theo-
rem (E.9) of [5] yields the equivalence of (b), (c) and (d). Define B: M(E)-~C(S), 
B(ji)=fi\S. For the adjoint operator B*: M ( S ) - / ~ ( £ ) we deduce that B*(v)= 
= v|£ for v£M(S). The injectivity of B, Corollary (E.8) and .Theorem (E.10) of 
[5] imply the equivalence of (a) and (c). There remains to prove that (f) implies (d). 
First deduce that in (d) it is sufficient to consider only real-valued measures n£MR(E) 
having finite support. Now assume that (d) does not hold. Then there exists for each 
n£N a measure X„£MR(E) such that ||AJ = 1, P„ | | s < 1/«, and the sets F„=supp Xn 
are finite and pairwise disjoint. In fact having already chosen appropriate ..., Xm£ 
m 
ZMR(E) observe that £ " = . E \ [ J Fk is not a Sidon set, too. Hence there exists 
a measure Xm+1dMR(E')QMR(E) such that ||Am+1|| = l, ||Am+1||s<l/(rn + l) and 
^m+i=suppAm+1 finite. Define <p: 1} by (p(k)Xn(K)=\Xn(k)\ for k£F„ 
and q>(k)=\ for k elsewhere. By (f) there exist fi£M(S) and ¿ > 0 such that 
\ji(k) — <p(k)\^l— 5 for each k£E. We may assume that R. One obtains that 
|/Un(/c)-|A„(/c)|| = \ № ~ < p m x n ( k ) \ S (l-<5)|A„(/c)| 
and then 0^5\Xn(k)\Sfi(k)Xn(k) for each k£E, n£N. Hence for each N we 
have 
fln(x)dn(x) = 2 *n(k)ji(k) £ «5 2 k W I = «5-
This is in contradiction to 
\fln(x)dn(x)\s f \ U x ) \ d \ f i \ ( x ) ^ - ^ - , 
s s n 
and we have shown that (f) implies (d). 
Remark . There holds an appropriate version of Proposition 1 for any discrete 
hypergroup K. 
If f£C(Ds) satisfies f (ri)=0 for each n^E we write f£CE(Ds). Comparing 
with the group case, see e.g. Theorem 1.3 of [11], one might notice the failure of the 
following property (* ) in the above list of equivalences 
(*) CE{Dsy g/x(N0) . 
We know the following partial results: 
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Propos i t i on 2. Let £ i i N 0 . 
(a) If E satisfies property ( * ) then E is a Sidon set. 
(b) If Ds is a hypergroup with respect to pointwise multiplication, then E is a Sidon 
set if and only if E fulfils property (*). 
Proof , (a) Using (*) the map f\S-*f, CE(Ds)\S-~^(E) is an isomorphism 
such that | | / | | s=l l / Hi- By the open mapping theorem there exists a constant B>0 
such that 11/Ji=.6||/|ls for each f£CE(Ds). In particular condition (e) of Proposi-
tion 1 is valid. 
(b) We refer to Theorem 2.2 of [13]. Note that />S=N0, see Proposition 2 
of [8]. 
For nGN and /£C(Z)S) denote S„(f)(x)= 2 j (k)Pk(x)h(k). Further for *=o 
E<GN0 let 
UE(DS) = {/€ CE(Ds): Smf-*f uniformly on S). 
Propos i t i on 3. Let The following are equivalent: 
(a) E is a Sidon set. 
(b) i / £ 0D s r c / i ( N o ) . 
Proof . At first assume t h a t £ is a Sidon set. Let f€UE(Ds). Since Snf£M(E)~ 
we have that f\S is an element of the uniform closure of M(E) ~ IS1. By condition 
(c) of Proposition 1 it follows t h a t / | 5 6 M ( £ ) " | S . Hence J £l l(N0). 
Now assume that (b) is valid and E is not a Sidon set. Write E={nt, n2, ...}. 
N 
Let N0=0. For y'gN there exist N, XjdM(E) such that Xj= 2 ckPn » 
||A;|| = l/y, \\lj\\s^l/2J. Define g(x)= 2 for x£S, and let / be a contin-
„ J = I 
uous extension of g to Ds. Then / ( « ) = 0 for n^E and f (nk)=ck/h(nk). Hence 
SNj(f)-L»f uniformly on S. For N j < n S N J + 1 we obtain 
flS.(/)-S*,(/)L3-|| 2 Ak)Pkh(k)\\s S i | c t | s 1/0 + 1). 
Thus S„(f)-^f uniformly on S, i.e. ffUE{Ds). But 2 l/(«)№(«)= a con-
n = 0 
tradiction. 
III. N0 is not a Sidon set 
If we assume that Ds is a hypergroup with respect to pointwise multiplication, 
Theorem 2.11 of[13] or Theorem 2.5 of [10] yield that N0 is not a Sidon set. We shall 
show that this is true without any assumption on Ds. Our proof is motivated by [3]. 
In /°°(N0)* let x denote the weak-* topology. Let j be the.canonical embedding of 
9* 
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^(N,,) into r(N0)*. The set 
* = { < p £ r ( N J * : < p ( f ) p O for / S O , <jf(l) = 1} 
is convex and r-compact. M1(N0) = (gC/^No): g(rt)£0, ||g||i = l} acts as a commu-
tative semigroup of r-continuous operators of Ji in Ji, where 
g *<p(f) = <p(g*f), /€ /"(N 0 ) , g i Af^No), (p£Ji. 
The Markov—Kakutani fixed point theorem yields i j /£J i such that g*\jj = \p, 
i.e. «/ '(g*/)=</'(/) 'foreach g€M r(N0), /i/°°(N0). Using the notation of means we 
have shown that there exists a mean on /°°(N0) which is invariant under g */ , 
geM'(No). .. 
Lemma 1. There exists a sequence (gk), gk£M\N0), such that gk(x)^0 for 
each x(LDs, x^l. 
Proof . Let \j/ be an invariant mean according to the above arguments. By Gold-
stine's theorem [2, p. 424], there is a sequence (hk), /ii£/1(N0), H/iJjSl such that 
jhk^-*-\j/ in the T-topology. Note that ^(NQ) is separable. Consider the Jordan de-
compositions h^h^ — h^ + ih^—ih^. Since we may assume that h3k=hik = 0. 
Further and imply that 
^uk(l)-^-! and ^ ( 1 ) ^ 0 . Let gk=hlk/filk(l), k sufficiently large. Fix x£Ds, x^l. 
Then . • , 
2 &(")/>i.* MPi*«x) = "MO nCN„ 
and 
2 gk(n)Pi*ax(n) = Pi(x) 2 gk(n)<*x(.n)~*~ Pi(x)il/(ax). nCN0 nCN0 
Since Pi(x)?i 1, we have gk(x)^*0. 
P ropos i t i on 4. Let <p£Ji be invariant on M(Dsy, i.e. <p(g*v) = cp(v) 
for each g^M1^), v£M(Ds). Then <p(v) = v({l}) for v£M(Ds). 
Proof . The'argument in Lemma 1 yields a sequence (hk), /¡ t€M1(N0), such 
that £ hk(n)/(n)^— (p(/), / 6 r ( N 0 ) . In particular 4(1) = 1 and fjk(x)-+0 for lt€N0 
x?± 1. Since 
2hk(n)v(n)= fgk(x)dv(x), 
»EN» DS 
we obtain by the dominated convergence theorem <p(i>) = v({l}). 
Now given /€/"(N0) let 0 ( f ) be the weak-* closure of {g*f: g€M1(N0)}. 
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Propos i t i on 5. Let fO°°( N„) such that the constant function c£@(f). Then 
there exists \jjdJi such that ij/ is invariant on M(DS)~ and t{/(f) = c. 
Proof . Let (hk) be a sequence such that hk*f^-*c in the weak-* topology. 
By Lemma 1 we may assume that in addition hk(x)^~*0 for x ^ 1. Let i/s be a i-cluster 
point of (jhk) in /"(N0)*. Then ip£JK and for gGM^No), v£M(Ds) we obtain 
iA(g*v) = lim 2 hk(n)g*v(h) = lim '2 h*g(n)v(n) = 
nS.N0 n€N0 
= lim ffik(x)g(x)dv(x) = v({ 1» = 
Ds 
Further iA(/) = lim 2 hk(n)f(n) = \imhk*f(0) = c. 
"iS„ 
Theorem 1. M(DS)~ is a proper subspace of l°° (N0), i.e. N0 is not a Sidon set. 
Proof . We present a function /£/~(N0) such that 0 ( f ) contains-the two con-
stants 1 and 0. Then by Proposition 4 and 5 the assertion follows. Let 
. 1 1 if n = 5', 5 ' + l , ..., 5 '+2• 5' —1 and n = 0 
JW~\0- if n = 5 i+2-5 i , . . . , 5 i + 1 - I , where. ¿€N0. 
Let i i i=2o ' . One easily obtains that p„.*f(rn)-^-\. For «¡=4-5' we have 
P„.*f(m) In fact choose z'€N such that w + 1 ^5 ' . 
IV. Orthogonal polynomial sequences admitting only finite Sidon sets 
Let A be a finite subset of DS. Denote MA(DS)={NIM(DS): |/i|(^)=0}. 
Obvious ly M(DS)=M(A)(BMA(DS). 
Propos i t i on 6. Assume that there exists a finite subset A of Ds such that 
MA(DSY =c0(N0). Then the Sidon sets are exactly the finite subsets o / N0. 
P roof . Assume that i sgN 0 . is an infinite Sidon set. Since M(DS)=M(A)@ 
®MA(DS) we obtain that 
l~(E) = M(SY\E<gV-\c«(E), • 
where V is a space with dimension at most \A\. But E being infinite, c0(E) has infinite 
codimension i n / " (£ ) . 
Assume that for each x,y£Ds there exists a (not necessarily positive) measure 
Hx<y€M(Ds) such that 
(i) Pn(x)Pn(y)= f Pn(z)dnx<y(z), 
Ds 
(ii) \\nxJ 3EM, M a constant independent of x, y. . •,-'•' 
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Using conditions (i) and (ii) we can show tliat given fdC{Ds) the map (x, y)-~px,y(f) 
is continuous, compare e.g. Proposition 1 of [8]. Hence we can define a "quasi-con-
volution" of two measures fi, v£M(Ds) by 
p*v(f) = / f px;y(f)dp(x)dV(y). 
DS DS 
By (i) n*v(Pn)=p(Pn)v(P„) is valid for each n£N0. 
We present now examples for which Proposition 6 applies. The Jacobi-polyno-
mials c) are orthogonal on 7 ) s = [ - 1 , 1] with respect to dn(x) = (l —x)"• 
• (1 +x)pdx (up to normalization). The sequences (/^"''"(x)) satisfy property (P) 
for a £ J ? > - l , a + 0 + l s O , see Chapter 3(a) of [8]. The generalized Tchebichef 
polynomials T^'e\x) are orthogonal on D s = [ —1, 1] with respect to dn(x)= 
=(1—x8)a|x|2i+1£?x (up to normalization) and satisfy property (P) for /?> — 1, 
a£/? + l , see Chapter 3(f) of [8]. Finally we consider polynomials Gan(x) studied by 
Geronimus. They are orthogonal on 7 ) s =[ -1 ,1 ] with respect to (1 —x2)1/2/(l —px2), 
p=a—a2/4 and satisfy property (P) for 2, see Chapter 3(g)(i) of [8]. 
Theo rem 2. The set £ Q N 0 is a Sidon set if and only if E is finite in case 
(a) Pn(x)=P^'p)(x) the Jacobi polynomials with a ë jS > - 1 , a + 0 + 1 £ 0 and 
a * - 1 / 2 . 
(b) P„ ( x ) = T j f ' n(x) the - generalized Tchebichef polynomials with f} > -1, 
aSjS+1. 
(c) P„(x)=Ga„(x) with 2. 
P roof , (a) Fix such that a £ 0 > - l , <x+P + ISO and choose A = 
= { -1 ,1} . By Gasper's theorem of [4] and (2.3), (2.4) of [7] there exist for x, y£Ds= 
=[ —1, 1] measures pXty£M(Ds) such that the above conditions (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied. First consider the case a + /J + l > 0 . If x,y£] — 1, 1[ then dpx y(z) = 
=K(x,y,z)dn(z), see [4]. Let p£MA(Ds). We show that p*p£L1(Ds,n). Let 
BQDS be a Borel set such that n(B)=0. Then 
\ti*p(B)\^ f f \pXiy(B)\d\p\(x)d\p\(y) + 
DS\A DS\A 
+ f ff\px,y(B)\d\p\(x)d\p\(y). 
A DS DS A 
Since p£MA(Ds), the second and third integrals are zero. Since the measures 
px.y, —l<x, y=l, are absolutely continuous, the first integral is zero. Hence pp= 
= ( p * p Y £c0(N0) by Proposition 1 of [10]. Then obviously /iÇc0(N0) and Propo-
sition 6 applies. If /?> — 1, a > —1/2 and a + / ? + l = 0 then given x,y€] — 1, 1[ 
we have dpx y(z)=K(x, y, z)dn(z)+dvxy(z), where vxy=0 if x^—y and vx,y= 
= P - J 2 if x=—y. If p.£MA(Ds) and n(B)=0 we obtain now p*p(B) — 
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-cp^(B)=0, c= f f vXiy({-l})dn(x)d(i(y). Hence ^ - c a . ^ c 0 ( N 0 ) . 
DS\A DS\A -
Using the recurrence formula of P„(x) and a + / ? + l = 0 an induction argument shows 
that 
a_j (n) = P „ ( - l ) = "jj (a — k)[ / 7 ( a + k), «€N. 
t=o *=i 
Hence lim |a_1(«)| = ( r ( l - | a | ) / r ( | a | ) ) l i m r ( | a | + « ) / r ( l - | a | + « ) = 0, . because of 
— l / 2 ^ a < 0 . Thus a_1£c0(N0) and consequently Ji^c0(N0). 
(b) Choose again A = {—1,1}. Using Theorem 1 of [7] an argument as in (a) 
yields that MA (DS)" gc0(N0). 
(c) Derive from [8] or from Chapter VI, (13.4) of [1] that 
(x) = («/(" (a — 2)+2)) />(-1/2,-1/2) (x) + (((a — 2) (n — l))/(n (a — 2) + 2)) P<,1/2' (x). 
For A = {—1,1} and /I£MA(DS) we have 
¿(n) = (« / («(a -2)+2) ) f P i - ^ - ^ ( x ) d f i ( x ) + 
Ds ' v .. . 
+ ( ( ( f l -2 ) ( i» - l ) ) / (n (a -2) + 2)) fP?'W(x)dii(x). : 
»s 
Since | f p ( - l l 2 - - m ( x ) d t i ( x ) \ ^ M for n fN 0 and f p ^ l 2 ' m ( x ) d f i ( x ) ^ 0 by 
®s r>s 
(a), we have Ji£c0 (N0) provided a >2. 
R e m a r k . The assertion of Theorem 2(a) follows by Theorem 3.2 of [14] and 
Chapter 4(a) of [8] provided we require that in addition, /?= —1/2 or - o t + = 0 . 
V. Infinite Sidon sets 
Finally we consider orthogonal polynomial sequences (Pn(x)) having infinite 
Sidon sets. Let £ = { « ! , n2, . . .}gN0 and m, NdN, N^m. Denote by 
E% = {Pn, * Pn, .*...* pa, € MX(N0): 1 & ti < i2 «=.,. < im == N] •• »1 »2 »m 
and call E a Rider set if there exists a constant such that 
lim 2 n({0})r Bm for each ,m6N. N 
Lemma 2. Let E be a Rider set. There exists a constant C = 1 such that 
lim 2 A i ({k})^Cmh(k) for each k£N„, m£N. 
N ViZES 
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Proof . Write E={ni,ni, ...}. Let J?=1/(25), where B is the constant of 
the Rider set E. Consider for N£ N the Riesz products 
= n(\+PPnM-
Obviously where cN(k)= 2 ( 2 fc = 0 . . . m = 1 piE'S 
Now conclude as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 of [12], compare also [11, p. 28], that 
| |JMi = l + c w ( 0 ) ^ l + ¿ 2 - m = 2. m = 1 
Hence for /c€N, cN(k)/h(k)=\R„ (A:)|=a[|/?w||iS2 and then lim 2 
^(2B)m2h(k)^Cmh(k), where C=4B. 
Lemma 3. Let E be a Rider set with 0 a n d let C ^ l be the corresponding 
constant of Lemma 2. Let 0<£«=1. Given <p: E-* R, \\<p\\E^ l there exists a positive 
measure p.£M(S) such that \\p\\^£+2C2/s, \ji(k)\Se for each / c ^ U {0} and 
\p{k)-(p{k)lh{k)\^c for k£E. 
Proof . We have again to modify the arguments of Theorem 3.2 in [12] or of 
[11, p. 28—29]. Write £ = { « , , n2, .,.}. Let p=e/(2C2) and -
*»(*) = n (i +Pv(nk)Pnk(x)) = 1+ i ^ K ) P „ t ( x ) + 2 dN(k)Pk(x), k = l ft--1 k—0 
where K W N f ( 2 n W ) ) P m - T h e n m=2 
11**11! S 1 + MJV(0)I — 1+ 2 (CPT ^ 1+e/f. 
m = 2 
.Further for nk£E and N^k 
\h(nk)R'N(nk)-p(p(nk)\^ [</„(«*)[ S 2 (Cf})mh(nk) ^ sph(nk). ." m = 2 
For n $ is U {0} we have (ri)\ = \dN(ri)\lh(n)^ep. Alaoglu's theorem and a nor-
malization by 1/jS yields the appropriate positive measure fi. 
Theorem 3. Let E.be a finite union of Rider sets and assume that sup {h(k): 
k£E}< Then E is a Sidon set. 
Proof . Assume 0 A s . i n [11, pp. 29—30] one obtains that Lemma 3 is valid 
for a finite union of Rider sets. Let M=sup {h(k): k£E}. Given ij/: 2s —{— 1, 1} 
consider cp: E->-~R, (p(n)=ij/h(ri)/M, n£E. There exists a positive measure p.£M(S) 
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such that . 
\jl(k)-4/(k)/M\ 1/(2M) for k£E. 
Define v=Mp. By Proposition 1(f) E is a Sidon set. Finally let 0£E. Given 
— { - 1 , 1} we know that there exists a measure such that \jx(k) — ij/(k)\^i/2 for 
k£E\{0}. Define a = ( 0 ) — / 1 (0). Replace p by n+an establishing that E is a Sidon 
set. 
Corol la ry . Assume that sup {h(k): N}<oo. If £={ / i 1 , « 2 , . . . }gN satis-
fies nk+ilnk=q for k£N, where q> 1 is a constant, then E is a Sidon set. 
Proof . It is sufficient to consider the case q=3, compare e.g. [11, p. 23]. Then 
for m,N£N, 2^mSJV and l ^ n ^ n ^ ,..-=.nim^N we obtain n, — fa + ... 
...+nii)^nim(q—2)l(q—1)^0. Hence O^supppn. *. . . *pn. . Consequently E 
is a Rider set. 
We present now examples with bounded Haar function h (and property (P)). 
Of course the Tchebichef polynomials of first kind, Tn(x)=Fi~112' _1 /2)(x)=cos ncp, 
cos (p=x, <¡£>€[0,7t], have the Haar function /¡(0)= 1, h(n)=2, n£N. A class con-
taining (T„(x)) is studied in Chapter 3(g) (ii) of [8]. For a s 2 these polynomials 
Tn(x; a) have the representation -
Ti(*; a) = x, TJx; a) = (a/2(a-1))Tn(x)+((a -2 ) /2(a - 1 ) ) rB _ 2(x), n £ 2. 
The Haar function is /i(0) = l, h(l)=a, h(n)=2(a-l), nS2. We introduce 
an extension depending on two parameters a, 2. Let a1=(a—l)/a, 
c^l/a, a2=(b—l)/b, c2=l/b, an=cn=l/2 if «=3 ,4 , . . . and b„=0, «€N. Further 
let a0=l, b0=0. By the recursion formula, see Section I, there is defined an orthogo-
nal polynomial sequence (T„(x; a, b)) with the representation 
T^x; a, b) = x, T2(x; a, b) = (a/2(a-lj)T2(x) + ((a-2)/2(a-lj)T0(x), 
T3(x; a, b) = (ab/4(a — 1)(¿> — 1))T3(x) + 
+ (((a — 2) (fc — 2) + (a — 2)b + (b — 2) a)/4 (a — 1) (b — 1)) Tt (x), " 
Tn(x; a, b) = 
+{a(b-2)f4(a-\Kb-\))Tn.i(x) if n = 3,4,... 
(r„(x; a, b)) satisfies property (P). In fact the coefficients g(m, n, n+m—k), m^ri, 
0^k^2m, can be computed directly using formula (1) of [8]. Obviously g(m,n, 
n+m—k)=0 for /c= 1,3, ..., 2m — 1. We omit the coefficients _g(m,n, n+m—k) 
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for m=2, 3 ,4 noting only their positivity. The general formulas for S ^ m g n . are 
8(a —!)(£>—!)• g(m, n, n + m-2k) = 
ab if k = 0 
(a—2)(b—2) + b(a—2) if k= 1 
a(b-2) if k = 2 
0 if fc = 3, 
and for k=m—2 
8 (a — 1) (¿> — 1) • g (m 
for k=m—l 
f2a (6 -2 ) if n = m , n, n — m + 4) = 1 ,, „ ' 
' la(fc—2) if « = m + 1, ..., 
8 ( a - l ) ( i - l ) . g ( w , n , « - m + 2 ) = 
2b(a-2) if n = m 
(a-2)(b-2) + b(a-2) + a(b-2) if n = m + l 
(a—2)(b—2) + b(a—2) if n = m+2,..., 
4 if n = m 
2a if n = m + 1 
ab if n = m+2, .... 
m — 3 
and for ¿ = m 
8(a —1)(6 —1) • g(m, n,n — m) = 
The Haar function is 
h(0) = 1, /j(l) = a, /i(2) = fe(a-l), /i(n) = 2(a —l)(f> —1) if b = 3 , 4 , .... 
Remark . The above example suggests the way how to define a general class of 
polynomials depending on an arbitrary number of parameters and having bounded 
Haar function. A study of this class, such as representations and orthogonality rela-
tions, will be given in another paper. 
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